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It's a book . .

.

It's a game . .

.

The Traveller Book
Science Fiction

Adventure in the

Far Future

Ve've been in the future

iince 1977 with Traveller —
he first, the best, and the

nost complete science fiction

ole-playing system on the

The Traveller Book
The Traveller Adventure
The Traveller Alien

The Traveller Encyclopedl

Game
Designers'

Workshop

The Traveller Book

JOURNAL
of the Travellers' Aid Society
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he was interrupted just as he had

beeped, signaling that it had coir

the first stage of its labors, and

disgusting belch it disgorged a

printout.

Dring, Harry, and 1 huddled o'

PU
“OWCELLATION! (we read) is the

multi-player role-playing game that lets

YOU take your revenge on that loathe-

some, nefarious, perverted element of
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Illuminating the

Post Office

(and Other Atrocities)

_ by Steve Jackson _
They’re all out to get us. Everybody

knows that. That’s what Illuminati is

all about: conspiracies.

spiracy out of the game ... or, worse yet,

relegated it to a secondary role? Certainly

the crusading Reinhold Dring, as he strug-

gled against the evil Post Office, would

weren’t even Illuminated!

is, make it into an Illuminati card), you

should

(a) Ignore the power, resistance, and

income numbers printed on the card. Il-

luminati cannot be taken over, so they

income of a group will change after it is

Illuminated.

(b) Change the arrows on the card.

Each Illuminati group should have four

Special power: Any 0-income group

controlled by them gets income 1

.

Special victory condition: Destroy the

IRS (themselves or through a controlled

group - destruction by another Illumin-

ated group does not count). No explana-

tion of this victory condition should

really be necessary . .

.

The (Illuminated) Post Office

Power: 8/8. Income: 5.

Special power: At the end of his turn,

the Post Office player can choose one

other player - who will lose his next

turn. The Post Office may not do this to

the same player twice in a row, and does

not have to choose any player.

Special victory condition: Monopolize

all communications! If the Phone Com-
pany is in the game as an Illuminati

group, the Post Office wins if they are

destroyed (in any way, by any player). If



INTRODUCING SOME NEW FRUITS OF
OUR LABOR...FOR THE ATARI!



Featured Review:

SSI’s

RapidFire Line

by Chris Smith





YEAR IN REVIEW
by John Rankin
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BflTTLESUJT
Game design hy Srere Jackson

Map and counter art by Denis Loubet
Play testers: Chris Smith, Pat Mueller, John Rankin,

Gary Berg, David Ladyman, Jim Gould, Kelly Grimes

Copyright © 1983 by Steve Jackson

1.00 INTRODUCTION
BATTLESUIT is a two-player game of combat between

men in “powered armor” which greatly enhances their speed
and combat ability. The infantry of 2085 use nuclear projec-
tiles and electronic warfare devices ... but they are still the
units that take and hold ground when nothing else can.

Scale is 37.5 meters between adjacent points and 2 meters
(vertically) between contour lines. Each turn takes 10 seconds.
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TO THANK OUR LOYAL FANS FOR
SIX YEARS OF ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORT

100 FREE GIFT
CERTIFICATES

ENCLOSED IN
5000 PRODUCTS

TRAVELLER
DICE

$400 IN PRIZES
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MOBIUS
I

PLAY-BY-MAIL SPACE GAMING • ROLE PLAYING • GRAND STRATEGY

As overlord, you command a
select cadre of admirals,
generals, planetary rulers,

and spies in a race to

explore and conquer the
newly discovered
Mobius Cluster. Your
fleets will roam from
star system to star

system, trading
with your allies

and dealing
terror and
destruction
to your
enemies.

MOBIUS I
a new, fully computer-moderated

play-by-mail space game
' SPECIAL OFFER

d $1.00 for the rules and receive a coupon
good for a free set-up and first turn!

MOBIUS GAMES
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CDMBAT RESULTS TABLE DAMAGE TABLE

Attack Die Roll

Strength
7 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

10 -1-1 -1/S -I/S -2/S -2/S -3/S X X X X

9 S -1 -1 -1/S -I/S -2/S -2/S -3/S XXX
8 S S -1 -1 -1/S -1/S -2/S -2/S -3/S X X

7 S S S -I -1 -1/S -1/S -2/S -2/S -3/S X

6 NE S S S -1 -1 -1/S -1/S -2/S -3/S X

5 NE NE NE S S -1 -1 -1/S -2/S -3/S X

4 NE NE NE NE S S -1 -1/S -2/S -3/S X

3 NE NE NE NE NE S S -1 -1/S -2/S X

2 NE NE NE NE NE NE S -1 -1/S -1/S X

Standard (8-2-5)

Ranger (8-5-7)

Assault (10-3-6)

Command (10-4-6)

dl (6-2-5)

d2 (5-1-4)

d3 (3-0-3)

Drone (0-8-8)

(4-0-2 or 3-0-2)

d3 d4 XXXXXXXXXX
This table shows the result of each degree of

damage for each unit. Example: A standard suit

that takes “-2” damage becomes a d3 suit. A dl

suit that takes “-3” damage becomes a d4 suit.

An “X” indicates that the unit is destroyed.

1 NE NE NE NE

0 NE NE NE NE

NE NE S S -1/S -3/S

NE NE NE S -1/S -2/S
TEHRAN EFFECTS

An attack strength of over 10 (after modifiers) is treated as 10. An
attack strength of less than zero (after modifiers) has no effect. A unit

with a printed attack strength of 0 cannot attack at all.

A “NE” indicates that the defender is not affected. A “S” indicates

that the defender is in shock. A “-I ”, “-2”, or “-3” indicates that the

defender takes that amount of damage - see the Damage Table. An “X”
indicates that the defender is eliminated. See Section 6.041.

ATTACH STRENGTH MDDJFJCATJDNS

(b)Add\

+1 if the defender is below the attacking unit.

(c) Subtract any appropriate penalties, as follows:

-1 through -8 for the ECM value of the defender.

-2 if the attack is a reaction-fire attack.

-1 if the defender is above the attacker and on the ground.

There is no penalty for firing at a higher defender if

that defending unit is in the air!

-5 if there is no line of sight (LOS) to the defender, OR
if this is a “spillover” attack (Section 6.08). Note that

if there is no LOS, the -1 penalty or +1 bonus for rel-

ative height will not apply.

-1 if the defender is 1 1 to 20 points away, -2 if it is 2 1 to

30 points away, -3 if it is 31 to 40 points away, etc.

mE DF SJGRT TABLE
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WHERE WE’RE
GOING

It’s Origins ballot time again. If you’re

a TSG subscriber, you can fill out the bal-

lot on the inside back mailer cover and

send it in. If you’re not a subscriber, you

will have to photocopy the ballot on page

if I ever find out you’ve been tearing up

your copy of TSG, I’ll be terribly hurt.

So will you. when our Complaints Depart-

ment catches you . . . you do remember

about the Complaints Department, don’t

to vote for everything we published.

have a few suggestions:

(1) TSG for Best Professional Role-

Playing Magazine. Always the bridesmaid

and never the bride - that’s been TSG.

Time to give our friends at the Journal of
the Travellers’ Aid Society’ a run for their

(2) Fire & Movement for Best Pro-

fessional Boardgaming Magazine. That

doesn’t concern a lot of you. Ifyou never

new one for it. “Best Totally Peculiar

Game”? No way. Life is hard.

There are a number of good releases

competing for 1982 honors: as long as

I’m throwing plugs around, I might as

well mention some of my favorites from

other publishers. For openers, GDW’s
Striker has got to be the clear winner for

Best Miniatures Rules, at least as far as

our side of the hobby is concerned. It’s

probably got a serious chance at Best All-

Time SF Miniatures Rules, too! And the

Martian Metals Traveller miniatures ought

to be a shoo-in for Best Vehicular Minia-

tures Series.

On the fantasy side, the FineousPhig-

ures are my favorite. There have been sev-

eral good SF figure releases: I don’t have

a specific pick.

RPGs there have been this year, and in

plenty ... but nothing really exciting. Of

the wholly new efforts, one of the better

ones is TSR’s Gangbusters, even though

the theme has limited appeal. Overall, I’d

give the nod to the revised and reissued

Oiampions. It’s different enough to de-

serve consideration again in 1982, and it’s

enough good supplements that 1 have to

Missing Person One: K. Allen Bjorke.

A few years ago, he was living in Minne-

apolis, 1 have no idea where he might be

now. He designed a game called Salyut

and Enterprise and submitted it to Meta-

gaming. It was rejected. For myself,

though, I kind of liked it ... If you’re

still out there someplace, Kevin, get in

touch. I’d like to talk about that game.

Missing Person Two: Milo B. Shiff.

Earlier in 1982 he was promoting a new
game magazine to be called Recreation.

He had what sounded like pretty good
plans: he even went so far as to place some
ads for subscriptions. He also invited me
to do a column on Ogre and G.E.V. But

he’s not answering letters any more. Has

anybody seen Milo? Tell him if he doesn’t

want that first column I wrote, I’d like it

back - and if Recreation is still going to

come out, to send us a press release for

Scanner.

Missing Person Three: Not really a per-

Productions” of La Jolla, CA. They pro-

duced a game a few years back, called

Battle Sphere. Very nice components,

simple combat system: it got a couple of

good reviews and then dropped from

cause somebody ought to put that game
back in print.

Getting the Lead Out

getting out of the lead miniature busi-

ness. Oh, it made money, all right - in

in a row ... the only really serious com-

petition was Strategy & Tactics, which

has only had one issue in the last year.

(3) Best Role-Playing Adventure: Sun-

day Drivers. It's a good thing this cate-

fiction, though, because I’d have no idea

which one to put it in. Whatever it is, I

think we did a good job on it.

(4) Best Science Fiction Boardgame:

Ogre. No, I’m not kidding. Under the

nomination rules, an older game can be

eligible if it is reissued in a significantly

different form. Ogre was out of print for

different form - one that reached a lot

more people than the first edition did.

senous competition in tnat category:

FBI’s CityBook I and Chaosium’s Troll-

pack.

The best fantasy boardgame for 1982

was probably Eon’s Borderlands. That’s a

game that 1 predict wUl get more atten-

tion as time goes on. As for “Best Adven-

ture for Home Computer” - tastes differ

widely, but I’d put my money on one

of SSI’s new Rapidfire games. They’re

impressive.

Anyway - send in your ballot. This is

a nominations ballot. If you want to vote

on the final ballot, read the fine print in

the first paragraph on the ballot instruc-

tions; you probably qualify.

Missing Persons

It’s up to the awards committee whether

it can be eligible, but I think it is.

I’d put in a plug for Illuminati, but I

have no idea what category it fits in, and

I’m not quite egotistical enough to

demand that the Origins people invent a

Occasionally we manage to lose track

of somebody interesting. Experience

proves that a good way to find these

people again is to ask our readers’ help.

So: If you know anything about these

folk, can you let us know?

shell. In order to do justice to the Ogre

short, become a full-scale miniatures com-
pany. I’d hoped to do miniatures as a

sideline, but it doesn’t work that way.

You’ve got to make a real commitment.
Since we can’t do miniatures properly

without becoming a miniatures company,
we won’t do them at all.

That doesn’t mean that our miniatures

will become unavailable. Right now, we’re

negotiating with a couple of the largest

and most respected companies — people

who will do justice to the lines, keep up
with demand, and deal fairly with both

dealers and buyers. That will let us con-

centrate on games and magazines - which

is what we are equipped to do.

I’m not sorry we got into miniatures;

it was a lot of fun, and we all learned a

great deal. Personally, I enjoy playing

lot bigger now than it was before I had
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SCANNER:

News Briefs

picking up game titles from othe

nies, has acquired the rights to

tiling's Stellar Conquest. Avalc

Ve’d be lucky to get it out by Origins,”

ited Balkoski. “Maybe by next Christ-

as.” Stellar Conquest will appear in

>okcase Game format.

ayfair Acquires New SF Licenses

Mayfair, following hot on the heels of

; Thieves’ World Sanctuary boardgame.

Convention Calendar
4: TEXCON: 1983. Gamingran. Send

WTToRIGmS
8
’83. Adventure gaming

Contact MDG, Box 656, Wyandotte,

PBM Updat
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WHEN DID YOU LAST SCOUT
A PBM WARGAME?
Did it suffer from -

Poor quality?

Hidden fees?

No ending?

Lack ofpurpose?

Then try GALAC-TAC ... a new galactic-scale PBM wargame.
In GALAC-TAC you can:

Design all starships that make up your fleet;

Move some, none, or all of your units in a single turn;

Form alliances, negotiate deals [and break them!];

Compete against living opponents.

Winning in GALAC-TAC will require all of your skill, cunning,

strategy, and guts. It also has an added benefit: The winner

receives a 1% refund at the conclusion of the game!

BASIC GAME
Setup, rulebook, and first move $20.00
Each move thereafter 3.00

The game is moderated by a computer and a human rules

committee. To get started, send $20.00 to

CAPPS & CAPPS
rS

5 INSTRUMENT CO.
Z_ II \ P.O. Box 280237 • Dallas. Texas 75228





The

Correspondence

Game!!

Entertainment Concepts. Inc. presents

Would you like to be the CAPTAIN of YOUR OWN starship like the ENTERPRISE?!?

Would you welcome the challenge of solving the mysteries of space, battling the Klingons,

and exploring new worlds?!?

This is the adventure of STAR TREK. This is where you’ll find alien cultures embroiled in

problems that you can solve only after unraveling the secrets of their strange customs. This is

where you’ll struggle against both the fabric of space and the steel of your starship. This is

where you’ll find more Klingons and Romulans than you REALLY wanted to!! The mysteries

are all here ... and so is the excitement and adventure!

Here’s how to bring the adventure to you ...

ECl now introduces a STAR TREK game that you play in the mail!! From the very start, you’ll be placed right in

the center of the Bridge! Here you'll take the role of CAPTAIN of a Federation Heavy Cruiser, either the

Enterprise or one of your own choice! At your disposal will be the tremendous power of a Starship, the

technology of the far future, and an entire crew ready to obey your orders on the double!



Mdvlntukls ^
afT BY MAI L

After processing over 20,000 turns of Beyond the Stellar Empire,

we have released our second game . .

.

Warboid World
The first war almost destroyed the world. All life was vanquished.

Now the machines have begun to wage war on themselves in the

battle for the conquest of WARBOID WORLD.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

Player control of subterranean Industrial complexes and dozens

of different robot types, each with its own characteristics.

No diplomacy or communication of any kind between the

16 players per game.



Will it be survival-or total annihilation?

1-800-631-0856i on the march, too—cold and
indscape threatens your army,

n against your adversary’s in
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EXPERIENCE THE HUMAN ADVENTURE OF THE

THE GAME THAT STARTED THE ADVENTURE
The challenge of starship command: out-thinking,

out-shooting and out-maneuvering your opponent
in a warp-speed dogfight! Only your own skill and
cunning can bring you victory as you face other star-

ships, massive monsters and unknown aliens. Begin
the adventure with STAR FLEET BATTLES. Then enrich

the excitement with EXPANSION * 1 and * 2, and the
STARLINE 2200 miniatures.

AND NOW . .

.

TWO NEW STARS IN THE
STAR FLEET UNIVERSE
NOW AVAILABLE

STAR FLEET

BATTLES

EXPANSION #3
New ships, scenarios,

and errata. Introduces

the WYN Star Cluster.

BATTLE DAMAGE: CODE RED
(stock #3001)
A fast damage allocation system for

STAR FLEET BATTLES. $4.95

TASK FORCE GAMES
The NEW FORCE in gaming.



kAMAkaftA


